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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS 
HUMPTY DUMPTY SAT ON 
A WALL 
At the fifty-ninth minute of the eleventh 
hour, Mr. Attlee has made certain proposals 
devised to postpone a crisis which has been 
with us in posse for a century. H is proposals 
all assume the continued validity of the export-
import system which has destroyed us. They 
need not detain us. The substantial agreement 
of the official opposition throws into even 
stronger light that after spending a century 
pulling sanity apart, we are now all to pull 
together to put it back on the wall. 
ALL THE KING'S HORSES 
Two points only need concern us here. 
Mr. Attlee on 6th August, turning (belatedly) 
to agriculture, said: "We must produce a 
great deal more food at home to replace im-
ports." He also (which may be the beginning 
of sanity) said imports of feeding-stuffs would 
not be lessened, because we must expand 
domestic livestock. 
Now production cannot be expanded 
much on its present basis of large mechanised 
farming. As we sa.id recently in another 
connection, the Agriculture Act (not opposed 
by the opposition) p~efers organisation to 
food. There is only one way to secure a net 
increase in domestic food, and that .is by the 
immediate encouragement of small mixed 
farms. That is the only · way to increase our 
production per acre, which is our present and 
future need. Both parties have turned their 
backs. 
ALL THE KING'S MEN 
· The second important point in Mr. 
Attlee's speech is the imposition of slavery. 
" We propose to reimpose the control over the 
engagement of labour.". Su0 ~mposition i_n 
war-time is not necessanly s1gmficant. It Is 
temporary, of its nature, and we have not 
commented on it. That was to save the State 
itself from the enemy. This is in time of 
peace to save Industrialisi_TI. Now Industrial-
ism will not work at all m the long run, and 
in the short run will only work on a ·basis of 
5lavery, since joy fn craftsmanship an~. de-
liberate unemployment are, by definitiOn, 
excluded. 
Let us be clear about terms. Mr. Belloc, 
in his classic work The Servile State (Section 
I, Definitions), says: "Where there is c·ompul-
sion applicable by positive law to men of a 
certain status, and such compulsion, enforced 
in the last resort by the powers at the disposal 
of the State, there is the institution of 
Slavery." (Italics his.) 
All these conditions are present in the 
present proposals. Therefore we have a state 
of slavery and it is for the express "purpose of 
lengthening the life of .industrialism. 
No twisting of terms can evade this ugly 
conclusion. We have not even any guarantee 
of the temporary. 
STRAW I THE WI D 
It is quite clear that we are at the end of 
the road. But that does not exclude a con-
spiracy of all parties and interests to bring .it 
home to the public. Recently, Mr. Dalton 
restricted the imports of paper for newsprint. 
There was a frightful bother. He was accused 
of saving only {r,ooo,ooo. Mr. Attlee says 
three or four m1Tlions. The figure does not 
matter. We are concerned to demonstrate 
the unreality of the resultant row. 
On the 29th July (M.A.F. 1944) the 
Ministry of Agriculture .issued a Press Notice 
on Straw for Paper Making. It said: "Only 
a small pan of the total supply of straw is 
required for paper making . . . . [it] will be 
bought, for this purpose only, in the vicinity 
of the mills." 
We ourselves do not, of course, approve 
of straw being used at all for this purpose. It 
should all be composted and returned to a 
steadily declining land. 
But this point would not weigh either 
with our urban govern ment or with the Min-
istry of Agriculture. Straw might not make 
just the usual sort of newsprint, but at least 
it would make usable paper. Yet the Govern-
ment, the Ministry, and the newspapers to 
whom the notice was sent, have all missed 
this obvious point. Do we say Q.E.D.? 
THE OLD STORY 
Mr. Tom Williams answered in July a 
question as to what research was being con-
ducted into the effect on soil fertility of the 
continued use of inorganic manure. His 
Department had the effrontery to make him 
say that experiments had been made, notably 
at Rothamsted. As he knows very well, 
Rothamsted was founded specifically to boost 
artificial manures. He added a reference to 
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Broadbalk, which has been exposed several 
times in these columns and should not now 
be adduced in any serious discussion. 
FULL CYCLE 
· The Daily Tt:legraph of 24th July says 
that prices for "small holdings" in the Hor:ne 
Counties are "a · shade higher" than ear her 
fantastic heights. More people seem to be 
seeing the red light, modern methods not-
withstanding. 
PRODUCTION PER ACRE 
As our readers are aware, we have always 
insisted that the present fashion for large 
farms and mechanised methods are doing 
nothing but delay the satisfaction of our 
supreme need. 
This is the most food per acre. From 
time to time we have given figures proving 
and establishing this demonstrable advantage 
of the small farm. 
In LAnd and Home for June, 1947, are 
some figures giving similar results for the 
United States. 
From the 1945 Census of Agricultun 
have been extracted the figures for two larg~ 
groups of farms. In group A. the average 
size of farm is 57·7 acres. In group B. the 
average size is 16o.8. 
The production per acre is:-
Group A. 99· 35 Dollars 
Group B. 45·72 Dollars 
That is, the smaller farms produced more 
than twice the value per acre shown by the 
large farms. 
We are not in a position to say whether, 
in terms of fertility, climate, etc., the two 
groups are strictly comparable. But as the 
comparison by LAnd and Home is addressed 
to a public having the necessary knowledge, 
we may assume this to be the case. 
Here is yet another straw in the wind. 
Will our Government be warned? 
THE TABLET AND OUR FORD 
Our contemporary The Tablet, in its 
issue of 19th July (p. 35) has the following 
editorial words : "What the world needs is 
more international trade . . . and fewer 
attempts at self-sufficiency." 
This sentiment accords easily with the 
doctrines of the Conservative Party, of which 
The Tablet is so distinguished an exponent. 
It is less easy to reconcile it with the conclu-
sion of the Catholic Philosophy, as to which 
we may quote Saint Thomas Aquinas: "The 
higher a thing is the more self-sufficient it is ; 
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s£aince whate~erfn~ed~'a(n0other's help is by that 
ct proven tn enor. n the Governanc f 
P . ). eo nnces 
The two philosophies should not be c 
fused. The passages, so contrasted are on-
. h . :c. , not 
w1t out stgnmcance. 
TWO AND TWO 
The present crisis is not a matte f 
politics, although the Labour Party has m[ 0d 
· h h s~ tts c ance, as t e Conservative Party h 
missed its chance. as 
It i~ not a matte~ of politics, or even of 
econom1cs, but of anthmetic. As we ha 
said, it has been with us for many years ave 
will rer:nain as long as the export fallacy. r., 
It 1s the crude fact that both national! ~and internationally, we are heavily unbaf-
anced. We consume a great deal more than 
we produce, and our production is large! 
no.t primary. That is the crude fact whic~ 
ne1ther argument nor party can conceal any 
longer. 
MAKE FOUR 
It was concealed in the past in two ways 
By grinding the faces of the poor, the finan~ 
ciers and their lackeys were able to make 
ava ilable large sums for investment abroad. 
They were not for the benefit of working 
folk, but for the benefit of financiers and 
other passengers. They were shown in the 
national accounts, by one of the worst efforts 
ever made by accountants for the benefit of 
fi~anciers, as Invisible Exports. They have 
d1sappeared, by sale and by repudiation 
during the last thirty years. The other wa; 
of con.cealment was by the un crupulous u~ 
of capital resources as current income. Some 
accident may delay the double line. Nothing 
can prevent 1t. 
THE SUM CLOSED 
Th is is the process which The Tablet 
)n its issue of 26th July (p. s8) describes a~ 
.. Capitalism has been an unrivalled success in 
raising the standard of living of the workiniY 
class-." 9 
Does The Tablet dissent? And does The 
Tablet agree that to grind the faces of the 
poor is one of the Sins crying to Heaven for 
Vengeance? 
• • • 
The many readers who expressed ap-
proval of "The Treason of Some Clerks" in 
o!lr last issue will wish to note that, up to the 
It me of going to press, we have had no com-
munication from Father John Fitzsimons. 
HIGH TREASON 
I T may we_ll be ~hat our readers, as well as 
our enemtes, thmk we have been too insist-
ent _on production per acre as against the 
fashwnable and fallacious production per 
man. But we have been constrained to insist 
on pro~u~tion per a~re, for it is the only way 
of surv1vmg the cns1s now upon us, which 
we have foreseen, in common with all intelli-
gent people, for many years. 
On 21st August, the Ministry of Agricul-
ture called a Press Conference to explain in 
detail its notions on how to secure the extra 
£100 million pounds' worth of foodstuffs 
desiderated by the Prime Minister. The Min-
ister of Agriculture addressed the meeting. 
A representative of The Cross and The 
Plough was present. 
The seven-page "harid-out" ( o. 5) 
issued <:t that meeting gives the substance of 
what was said. It is nowhere stated how per-
centages are translated into money-that, 
with much else, has to be taken on trust-but 
the final effect is that production is to be up 
(by 1951-2-note the date) by so% , as com-
pared with pre-war, and by 20% as compared 
with 1946-47. The increased prices scheduled 
will be required, probably in whole but cer-
tainly in large part, to pay the increased wages 
announced recently for farm-workers. 
As to whether the "industry" can achieve 
an increase of 20% on its present basis we are 
doubtful. Time will show. Probably the 
bulk of the nominal increase, as recent ten-
dencies suggest, will be by the officially helped 
and commercial pig and poultry farms, but 
the success of these large agglomerations will 
depend on import of food. They will not 
help our problem. What is of con~ern to us 
is that there is no word, throughout, of anv 
such change of method and policy as would 
ensure a much greater net output than is now 
promised. 
Our representative questioned Mr. w ;l-
liams on the point of pt·oduction per acre. H e 
received only evasive answers. 
We may take it, therefore, that the 
absurd megalomania of the Government and 
of the Ministry will not allow them, even in 
this crisis now upon us, to adopt methods 
which are known to produce more food. As 
our readers are aware, the adoption of small 
mixed farming is the only way of achieving 
'uch enhanced food output as will save us . 
This Quarterly has now reached its 
fo urteenth year. It is depressing to turn back 
to early issues, and to see how clearly the 
present cri sis was foreshadowed and the 
remedy insisted on. We may select from a 
great mass of statement what we have said 
on both the religious and technical fronts . 
As long ago as Ladyda y, 1937, we said in 
a leader entitled Eleven Fifty-nine: "We say 
that danger confronts us-aloofness or sur-
render to the princes of this world-but if we 
move now there may still be time to save the 
Catholic ethic without an age in the cata-
combs. God grant it, but it is well to reRect 
that, outside the Land Movement loins are 
st ill ungirt, and the time is eleven frfty-nine." 
And_ ?n the severely practical point of 
land fer tilJty, we took occasion, in our issue of 
Ladyday, 1941, to draw attention to a great 
dc:nger inherent in our panic-stricken reliance 
on ploughed-in turf as a means of getting us 
over the neglect of two generations : 
"Let there be no mistake about it, the 
last wealth of England is now being thrown 
into the scale. We applaud the act ... _ 
But th is time there must be no betrayal." 
But there has been betrayal. The turf-
w~al.th is exhausted by now, but the precious 
M1111stry goes on egging farmers to grow 
more and more wheat. We are informed 
that at a recent debate at the Farmers' Club 
a great authority sta ted that Germany-fo; 
many years the greatest user of artificials in 
the world-is rapidly becoming a Dust Bowl. 
Hodie rnihi, eras tibi. W e repeat, there is 
only one way of restoring fertility , and only 
one way of m aintaining m aximum production 
from the soil. T ha t way is not being taken. 
We said in 1941 of the need to restore 
fertility: "Any politician or financier who 
evades that position deserves trial for high 
treason-deserves, in fact, every one of the 
old savage penalties for that ultimate crime. " 
We do not withdraw a word of it. 
A CLERIHEW 
Punch tells me that the word frustration, 
Is now replaced by export exasperation, 
T his lengthens the lists 
Of psychologists. H.R . 
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THE WOOL AGE 
By AGNES MOTT 
I Feudal times in Europe the people of 
the countryside grouped themselves around 
the manor, which was to all intents and pur-
poses a self-supporting un.it. .everth~ess, 
the Middle Ages were a penod of mternatwn-
al trade in Europe and the ear East. The 
gorgeous sumptuary ?f the well-to-d? shown 
in contemporary p1ctures, tapestries and 
records was the result of a luxury trade in 
fine w~ols silks and velvets. To this trade 
England l~rgely contributed by her export of 
fine long wool from Southampton in the 
Italian galleys of Genoa, Venice and Flor-
ence. In exchange she received luxury goods 
in the shape of spices, glass, jewels, silks, 
velvets. 
The whole economic order of Europe 
was in one way or another connected with 
the Wool Trade, and this largely under the 
auspices of a "Christian Civilisation." Earthly 
treasures were being heaped up over and 
beyond mens' needs-treasures of the ward-
robe vulnerable to moth, since that which is 
not essential to everyday life and therefore in 
normal use, c:~nnot normally be preserved 
against destructive agencies. That which is 
"out of sight, is out of mind." 
In the clothing industry, both the "Era 
of the Hand-Loom" and the "Era of Textile 
Machinery" were subject to large-scale indus-
trial enterprise; both ages were victimised by 
an overproduction of raw material and by 
maldistribution of the finished goods. Both 
ca tered for an international trade and werr 
subject to international fin ance. The pril' 
cipal difference occasioned by the introduction 
of power machinery in the 19th century in 
England was the establishment of the Factory 
System. 
The commercial trends of England's 
economic policy have been closely studied by 
historians in the modern period. But little 
heed has so far been paid by political and 
ecclesiastical historians to the economic back-
ground of the Reformation. 
"The Wool Trade ," writes Miss Eileen 
Power, "which gave England her key posi-
tion in Europe, was bound to dominate the 
domestic scene; her commerce and politics 
alike were built on wool. "1 
1. Mediaeval English Wool Trade, by Eileen 
Power. 
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If wool "dominated the domestic scene " 
it is surely not unreasonable to suppose th~t 
it bore a possible relationship to the change-
over from the Old Fai th to the New? 
My attention was first drawn to this poss-
ibi lity through a study of the Hampshire 
Recusants in the reign of Elizabeth.2 
Amongst 500 recusants cited in my "Diction-
ary of Hampshire Recusants" (Bodleian 
Hants Topog. D 6) I examined the details of 
the lands of 100 prominent "Popish" recus-
ants. Three-quarters of these were new-
comers to the county, whilst approximately 
75 per cent held or occupied Dissolved Mon-
astic lands (mainly of Anglo-Saxon origin). 
This high proportion gave me pause to 
think , but it was not until I had roughly com-
pared the lands of recusants in other coun-
ties that I found recusant lands had some 
other common factor, which was masked by 
their monasti c character. H aving had occa-
sion to observe that recusant lands were often 
associated with Down lands, it occurred to me 
that recusants might possibly be connected 
with sheep-farming. Certain English monas-
teries in the Middle Ages were associated 
with the Wool Trade, and it was not un-
likely that their sheep-farming pastures were 
acquired from economic motives. 
The original grantees of the Dissolved 
Monastic Lands were not as a rule Papists, 
but many of them acted as land brokers, par-
celling out the monastic manors and estates 
to those whom they favoured , or to the high-
est bidders. In this way Sir Thomas 
Wriothesley, Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
appears to have built up a body of supporters 
in H ampshire, to aid him in his policy of 
reconciliation to the Holy See. At any rate, 
a large number of the descendants of the 
families, to whom he allocated the monastic 
lands, were later penalised for their attach-
ment to the Old Faith. 
There was a conspicuous attachment of 
the "Die Hard" Recusants in the south of 
England to ancient Anglo-Saxon monastic 
lands. In Berkshire the majority of the 
recusants (noted in the Pipe Office Recusant 
Roll of 1592-93) were attached to the former 
2. A recusant was one who absented himself 
from the services of the Established Church. 
mo11astic lands of the Abbeys of Abingdon 
;!t d Reading; in Wilts the recusants were 
aswciated with the lands of Wilton Abbey; 
in Dorset with Wimborne Minster and 
Milton Abbas. 
It is significant that Catholic centres of 
resistance appeared to coincide, in the r6th 
century, with areas which Nature had decreed 
to be eminently suited to sheep-farming. The 
Yorkshire Moors, the Welsh and Scottish 
Borders, the chalk downlands of the south, 
were the homes of the small short-wooled 
sheep, from which England man ufactured 
her famous Broadcloth. The Cotswolds, 
Lincolnshire and Leicestershire were famous 
for their long-wooled sheep, whose fleece 
were so greatly prized abroad and exported 
to Italy and the Lowlands for manufacture 
into the finer materials. "A good part of the 
Italian cloth industry and almost the whole of 
the industry of the Low Countries in the 
Middle Ages depended on English wool," 
writes Miss Eileen Power. 
Yorkshire, in Henry VIII' s time, was the 
scene of the "Pilgrimage of Grace" and was 
associated with religious and agrarian dis-
content. Exmoor was the scene of the Exeter 
Rising in Edward VI's reign. Again in 
Elizabeth's reign the Northern Rising includ-
ed most of the sheep-farming areas, whilst an 
abortive attempt at rebellion occurred in 
H am pshire and the south. 
Lincolnshire, in which many Cistercian 
monasteries engaged in the wool trade, was 
noteworthy for being a "plague-spot of Cath-
olicism" in Elizabethan times. 
Although my conjecture may prove 
invalid, it does suggest some kind of co-
ordination of economic policy amongst Cath-
olics. Since the theory of the Holy Roman 
Empire clearly demanded an exercise of the 
temporal power, and this in turn required a 
concentration of economic resources, derivable 
from the various nations concerned, it would 
seem that some serious economic problem 
may have arisen in regard to internation al 
trade. Charles V, ruler of Spain, the Low-
lands and half Europe, had become Holy 
Roman Emperor in 1519. During this year 
Martin Luther had come upon the stage of 
European politics at the Diet of Worms. B~t 
it was not a mad monk's false dogmas (so 1t 
seems to me) which brought about theRefor-
mation so much as a mad world's false 
' econom y. 
Let us look for a moment at the "domes-
tic scene" in England . From time immem-
orial England had been a sheep-farming coun-
try. The Romans established a cloth indus-
try in H ampshire on mass prod uction lines. 
The Anglo-Saxons and subseq uent invaders 
pursued sheep-farming and also made cloth. 
At Domesday, Ely Abbey kept 13>400 sheep. 
Two centuries later the Bishop of Winchester 
kept 29,000 sheep. At the beginning of the 
14th century, r8o monasteries engaged in the 
wool trade. 
Sheep were bred in the Middle Ages, not 
to uffice the needs of the native inhabitan ts, 
hut principally to provide monetary profits 
fro m the export trade in wool, yarn and to a 
lesser extent at first, in cloth. Italian agents 
collected the Papal taxes in the form of wool 
and at the same time entered into long-term 
contracts with monasteries and large land-
owners engaged in sheep-farming. From the 
first moneylenders, bankers and trading cor-
porations had a "finger in the pie.' W ool 
was also collected at undercut prices from 
tenants with small flocks, by agents of the 
large sheep-farmers, and then incorporated 
wi th their exports. "A good part of the 
Italian cloth industry and almost the whole 
of the industry of the Low Cou ntries depend-
ed on English wool" (writes Miss Eileen 
Power) ~ "Fine wool 'was limited to· certai'n 
well-defi ned districts in Burgundy, the Span-
ish Peninsula and England." "The fac t that 
England was, for a great part of the Middle 
:\ ges the largest and most important source 
of fine wool gave her a key position in the 
scheme of interdependence which united the 
cloth-producing a.1d pasturc-brming coun-
tries." It was this fine wool which produced 
the luxurious fabrics, and was one of the 
greatest assets of international trade. 
From the qth century onwards we in-
creased our manufacture of "broadcloth" for 
expor t and taxed it less heavily than wool. 
(The broadcloth was made from carded short 
wool and fulled or felted). " The growth of 
the woollen industry," writes Lipson, "was 
d irectly responsible fo r an agrarian revolu-
tion , namely, the substitution of wool-grow-
ing for corn-growing. The revolution took 
place during the 15th and r6th cen turies, the 
movement reaching its height in the reigns 
of Henry VII, Henry VIII and Edward VI." 
Large tracts of land were promiscuously 
enclosed without rega rd to the interest of 
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husbandry or the inhabitants. To make mat-
ters worst, clothiers' profits became negligi~le, 
owing to the market price abroad bemg 
lowered because the influx of gold and silver 
from the New World had depreciated inter-
national currency. Moreover, the covetous-
ness of the sheep-farmers had brought its own 
retribution, since sheep being transferred to 
unaccustomed and unsuitable pastures, 
steadily depreciated in the fine quality of 
their fleece. The supplies of grain decreased. 
The disastrous effects are described 
St. Thomas More : " Your sheep," said he to 
Cardinal Morton, "that were wont to be so 
meek and tame and so small eaters-be be-
come so great devourers and so wild that 
they eat up and swallow down the very men 
themselves. They consume and devour whole 
fields, houses and cities" (Utopia 1516). The 
serious depopulation of these areas was a 
cause of grave concern. Amongst others, 
Cardinal W alsey interested himself in check-
ing the enclosures. Repeated laws were pass-
ed, but with little success, in preventing the 
spread of sheep-farming. 
Monasteries and large landowners, Cath-
olics a.nd Protestants, noblemen and mer-
chants, entered with zest into the exploita-
tion. The monastic lands were now to suffer 
in their turn. By the Dissolution of the Mon-
asteries, those lands which had not already 
been devoted to large-scale sheep-farming 
were now able to be converted to this pur-
pose. "The enclosures on the old ecclesias-
tical estates," writes Lord Ernie, " were car-
ried out with particular harshness. The new 
owners entered on the monastic lands as if 
they were vacant of leaseholders and copy-
holders, and enclosed the land for sheep-
runs. "1 Both Catholics and Protestants took 
.up the cause of the peasantry, Catholics in the 
Pilgrimage of Grace, Protestants in the reign 
of Edward VI. 
Thus sheep dominated the landscape in 
Tudor times. With the religious dissensions 
and civil warfare in the Low Countries, care-
fully fostered by Cecil against the power of 
Spain, there fled to this country thousands of 
immigrant weavers, skilled in the manufac-
ture of the fashionable " New Draperies" 
(largely exported throughout Europe). More 
weavers meant more wool; more wool, more 
sheep. New pastures were required. The 
1 Farming Pas·t and Present by Lord Ernle. 
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" brain-wave" of confiscating lands attached 
to the ancient Catholic nobility and gentry 
now entered the fertile minds of the nouveau; 
rides. As ancient Anglo-Saxon Crown and 
monastic lands were associated with the 
Downlands in the south, and these were the 
"habitat" of the primiti~e short-wooled sheep 
wh?se fleece .wa~ so pn zed for their high 
fcltmg qualities m the making of cloth, it 
may have been that they were particularly 
coveted. I do not know about other areas. 
I suggest, but I do not stress, that some such 
explanation may account for the preponder-
ance of pre-Conquest families amongst the 
remnant of those faithful to the Catholic 
Church. 
The new mercantile class won. The 
textile industry in the Low Cou ntries was 
gr.adu~lly ,.rr~nsf~.rred to England, together 
w1th Jts . m1lls. The population of East 
Anglia, the West Country, Yorkshire and 
Lancashire became swollen with the disposs-
essed and landless classes, driven to earn their 
· livelihood by long hours of inhuman toil. 
There is reason to believe that a nucleus of 
dispossessed Popish recusants entered the 
clothing industry in Yorkshire and Lanca-
sh.ire,. to ~e supplemented at a later date by 
Imh unm1gratton. In the meantime a small 
renrnant of the Catholic gentry clu~g tenac-
iously to their lands, and by means of sub-
sistence farming survived total shipwreck. 
Textile machinery introduced the Indus-
trial Revolution in England and sheep 
ranches in Australia. The Wool Age has 
turned topsy-turvy. The sheep landscape of 
England in the Middle Ages has been trans-
ferred to the Antipodes, whilst the "looms" 
of the Low Countries, with their teeming 
workers, are represented by the "whirr" and 
"clatter" of the power-looms in the factories 
of Bradford. 
Solomon's Glory in the textile trade has 
d~parted from our midst, and we are clothed 
wnh Shoddy and Shame. 
If the lesson of the reasons for the failure 
of our Christian civilisation be learnt, it may 
lead us to respect those ~impler and nobler 
ideals enunciated by St. Francis of Assisi, 
Savanarola, St. Teresa of Avila, and St. 
Thomas More, who with spiritual insight into 
the dangers of their times, criticised the un-
restained quest for the luxurious and aesthetic 
things of life and bade us be content with the 
neces~ities. 
FLOP GOES THE GREAT 
WHOOPEE 
By K. L. J T ER AL and external evidence seem to 
a.gree that the majority of the present gen-
eratiOn of M.P.s owe their economic educa-
tion to. the literature ~f the G reat Whoopee, 
of w~1ch t~e followmg list gives a small 
selectiOn of ntles: The Road to Plenty (Foster 
& Catchings), 1928; T he Menace of Over-
Production (S. H amlin) 1930; Progress and 
Plenty (Foster & Catchings) 1930 ; T he Prob-
lem of MaintaininK Purchasing Power (P. W. 
Martin) 1931; The Economic Consequences 
of Power Production (Henderson) 1931 · 
Foundations for the World's N ew A ge oi 
Plenty (Henderson) 1933; The Machine Un-
chained (Hausleiter) 1933; Unemployment 
and Plenty (Brayshaw) 1933; This A ge of 
Plenty (H attersley) 1933; The Means to Pros-
perity (J. M. Keynes) 1933; Economy of 
A bundance (S. Chase) 1934; Poverty and 
Plenty (Lester) 1935; The Calculus of Plenty 
(Sir Josiah Stamp) 1935; The W ay to Wealth 
(H. Withers) 1935; The Burden of Plenty 
(Brand and others) 1935; The Defeat of Pov-
erty (H. Withers) 1939; Planning for A bund-
ance (Kaldor) 1943; The Politics of Plenty 
(H. N . Smith) 1944; Enough for Everybody 
(Albert M. Newman). 
This list is a tiny selection from a vast 
library; it will be noticed that most of the 
books in it were published during the ten 
years' period when the majority of the mem-
bers of the present H ouse of Commons would 
be doing their bit of reading. It is therefore 
no wonder that tl1ey came to their new job 
with great expectations. "What a city to 
sack!" 
There is now no need for anyone to read 
this library; indeed there never was. A very 
few q uotations will summarise the whole of 
it. "By the mere turning of a switch we now 
command a hundred times more energy than 
all the man-power and all the horse-power of 
our grandfathers' time." " In a department 
of a great London bank the work formerly 
done by 3II men is now done by 85 girls. In 
an operation connected with the laying of 
sewers, work which used to employ 7,ooo 
men is now done by 35 machine-operators 
and 37 labourers. In the wheat-field with 
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modern machinery one labourer can do the 
work of 25. One man and a boy can handle 
6o cows; formerly five or six men were 
n~eded . In electric lamp assembling, five 
gnls used to turn out 500 finished articles a 
day ; to-day 5oo,ooo." " We shall have to face 
the fact that there is going to be a large 
number of people, a million or more, for 
whom we ~annat. expect to find regular em-
pl?yment w the1r own trades, either this 
w~n ter, or next win ter, or perhaps for many 
wmters to come." "Much sooner than most 
people think, we shall cease to ask if the 
nation can afford new schools or additional 
teachers; it will be obviously economical in 
~very sense of the word to employ adults 
mstead of children. " "T he General Staff is 
thus enabled by conserving labour on the 
goods front to throw it into the service-front-
more doctors, more nurses, more dentists 
more hospital attendants, more eli nic opera: 
tors, more research workers more statistic-
. ' ' Jans, more mspectors, more foresters more 
highway workers, more traffic director~ more 
librarians, more teachers, more prof~ssors, 
more actors, more dancers, more entertainers, 
and so on and so on." 
T his is the Great W hoopee which deaf-
ened us all in the period between the wars. 
It is now shown up to be the Massive L ie 
whic.h has brought this country to its present 
pred1cament. It is not a case of being "in 
favour of" or " against" this, that, or the other 
" reform." What we now know is that 
ature is as niggardly ::1 the twentieth cen-
tury as eYer she was; that she cannot be 
cheated by any human jugglery; that she res-
ponds to nothing but hard, honest manual 
toil; that she has no use for a forty-hour 
week. " H olidays with pay" is not merely a 
contradiction in terms; it is a violation of all 
the laws of nature. T he new magician's 
" turning of a switch" is as much of a fraud 
as the old magician's waving of a wand. 
W e try to grow vegetables for the whole 
country on one thousand-acre fa rm, and then 
have to plough them in again because nature 
refuses to carry them to the people who want 
to eat them. N ature says that if you want 
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tomatoes and cucumbers you must grow 
them yourself in your own little greenhouse 
and your own little frame. Obeying the 
dictates of "applied science," we aim at pro-
ducing as little food as possible in this coun-
try, and we clear our fine men off the land 
and out of the sunshine and put them down 
nasty holes in the ground to get coal to work 
the machinery. When these men rebel (and 
this is only Nature herself r~belling) .we rai~e 
our eyebrows in a beautifully anstocratlc 
manner to express our pained surprise, and 
then we say "What do they want? Do they 
knQW themselves what they want?" And 
every now and then we hear a big bang 
underground, and we know that another 
hundred crushed corpses are being dragged 
to the daylight; and then we say "What a 
PARALLEL 
marvellous thing this new technology is!" 
What then should we be doing? We should 
be clearing every square yard of ground and 
making it as much available for growing food 
as has been done in Belgium, Holland and 
Denmark. We may yet have to dig up the 
many thousands of acres we have buried in 
concrete in the last twenty or thirty years, 
and be satisfied with roads not much wider 
than Chinese field-paths. It is only when we 
have done this that we shall be justified in 
asking men to go down coal-mines, and then 
we shall do it not on alternate notes of 
triumph and petulance, . but with a steady 
feeling of disappointment, grief, regret and 
gratitude. We are aiming at the maximum 
of coal-miners, when we should be aiming at 
the very minimum. 
PATHS? 
Soil Fertility, Renewal and Pt·eservation: by Ehrenfried 
Faber and Faber, 12/6 
Pfeiffer 
By H. R. BROADBENT 
THOSE who believe that organic farming 
must be the future basis of crop produc-
tion will find a great deal to confirm their 
judgment in Ehrenfied Pfeiffer's latest book. 
He has a patent desire to see that the soil is 
passed on from generation to generation in 
sound condition. So has Sir Albert Howard. 
There is in this book a clear allegiance 
paid to the lore of farming. The inherited 
traditions, which have come from a mass of 
acute observation among land-workers, have 
acted as guides for the yearly cycle of balanced 
farming, and provided a basis for the full 
year to cover for the lean. This too we find 
advocated by Howard. 
Pfeiffer is concerned o see that the full 
contribution from the soil should be obtained 
and the crop should have quality as well as 
quantity. Not only is a good crop to be pro-
duced, but full benefit from it must be deriv-
ed by the animals and men who feed on it. 
This is also the concern of Howard. 
The process of rejuvenation of a misused 
farm must, according to Pfeiffer, follow a 
sequence, and that sequence must be as 
follows : Arrange a manuring scheme-con-
serve manure, and gather and handle carefully 
all organic masses which can be turned into 
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compost- set up a healthy crop rotation. 
Improve the quality of the manure, the feed 
to the stock, and the stock. Such teaching 
might indeed follow from reading Howard. 
It would appear that Pfeiffer is an advo-
cate of Howard, or Howard of Pfeiffer, to a 
deg ree which makes one seek for a common 
origin and the point of dispersion. 
Why should we do these things? Why 
should we bother to get good healthy crops 
and raise healthy animals? Why should we 
tie ourselves to this organic cycle? Why 
should we exclude the inorganic, man-
interpolated , method of plant nutrition? 
Howard 's answer is because we ourselves, if 
we do so, will become physically healthy, be 
well. And that is all. The advantages of 
health are obvious. They can be multiplied 
almost indefinitely. The implications of pro-
ducing a society, so organised that it can live 
by the rules it would m ake to secure organic 
farming, are almost endless.. Nevertheless 
they derive from a simple uggestion-if you 
would be healthy, physically, you must follow 
Nature's cycle and interpose only to be part 
of it. 
Pfeiffer is more complex. In a sense he 
advocates heal th, but both the path to it and 
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the end of it are clouded, misty and elu i\'e. 
f loward presents us with a method of com-
posting, siJ?ple i~ design, easy to effect and 
proper to lts environment. It fits the farm 
and garden as naturally as the creatures them-
selves. Pfeiffer gives us composting too, but 
wrapped in mystery. Secret preparations arc 
to be used, made only by the initiate. Dunn 
gives place to. the concoction. And behind i~ 
giving it an aura, the over-accentuation of the 
effect of the httle on the great. " In our 
view," he writes, " the most striking quality 
common to all those substances which exer-
cise influence upon their surroundings is the 
fact that all such bodies as come into question 
are present in a highly rarefied form and that 
this rarity is frequently a necessary condition 
for the effect produced." 
Pfeiffer explains that "over and above the 
material static existence we see the like condi-
tion with its possibilities of development or 
decay. That which promotes or impedes this 
condition, above all that which just renders 
it possible we call 'dynamic activity'." There 
is a general tendency to confine the term 
"dynamic" to the substances which, arith-
metically, have a proportionately great effect, 
the small affecting the big. W hy there should 
be a concentration of this term on the micro-
scopic to the exclusion of the larger forces 
which go to the making of a plant, is not 
explained. The large is obvious, the small is 
discovered with difficulty, is hidden. It is 
but a step from this to the forces, still further 
concealed, which we have not yet found, but 
which an esoteric sect can produce for us. 
To obtain the secret, one must become a fol-
lower of Rudolf Steiner, a member of the 
anthroposophical society; or, more recently, it 
has become possible to buy the result in a 
packet, made up for composting by a firm of 
agricultural suppliers from a formula pub-
lished by a late member of the society who 
revolted against the secrecy but retained the 
jargon. 
"Biodynamic farming" is the term used 
to describe the form of farmi ng in which the 
addition of concoctions to normal sound agri-
cultural practice is used to explain the results. 
Bio-dynamic, life-force; we are approaching 
the tautological, and it is clear that the con-
ception of life, resulting from an approach to 
the examination of forces which have vet to 
be explained, has coloured the natural explan-
ation to a ?egree which makes a mystery of 
~he mystenous for the sake of the m ystery 
tcself. Here we are outside our field and it 
is left to the article which (the Edito; hopes) 
:.nay appea.r in the next number to give the · 
lllller basts and explanation of Pfeiffer's 
approach as stated in the philosophy of 
Rudol f Steiner. 
The paths, Howard's and Pfeiffer's are 
parallel. If physical ~ealth is the immediate 
end, Howard and Pfe1ffer, both concerned in 
seeing that nature's cycle is not distorted, can 
gUide us. For that reason it would be as well 
for all students of the subject to read Pfeiffer's 
book. But beyond that we cannot follow 
him. Howard 's path ends at a material 
object which all can seek. Pfeiffer would 
g:rasp more and take us beyond to an attrac-
uve but twisted life which can end in nothing 
but decadence. 
URBANE TRIOLET 
(Both Mr. Attlee and Mr. Dalton have 
recently called agriculture " The great dollar-
saller") 
The great dollar-saver 
Is growing our food : 
With no blush we quaver 
The great dollar-saver. 
The worst Empire-waver 
Was never so rude : 
The great dollar-saver 
Is growing our food. 
MOSAIC OF MAN 
-H.R. 
It Is given to few of us to write unanswer. 
ably. and to say everything that ought to be 
said. A guinas does not write every day. But 
that being said, and admitting that nob<JQy 
agrees exa.ct'y with the way other people present 
a ca.se, we must all be grateful to Dr. Walsh. 
In Mosaic of Man, by Fra.ncis Walsh. W.F. 
Ph. D .. Newton-st., B oswell's, Scotland., ( 6), our 
readers will find an admirable, and astonishingly 
complete, statement of the whole basis on which 
man is built. Tile pamphlet is of quite out-
standing importance. and will be most useful as 
ammunition for our young people who suffer all 
the drawbacks of modern urban life. We can-
not remember, off-hand. any modem document 
which says so much in so little space, or which 
does it so easily and flowingly that its learning 
fades easily into the background. 
It is enriched by several of the best of Mr. 
Philip Hagreasn's deadly wood engravings, which 
have appeared in our pages. 
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THE CLOVEN HOOF 
WE have received the Report of the Food 
and Agricultural Organisation (Prepar-
atory Com mission) on WorLd Food Proposals. 
Together with much that is, like the road 
to H ell, paved with the best intentions, we 
note a fundamental error. 
The real problem is that the over-indus-
trialisation of the world, and the collapse in 
other areas of local crafts, has created the 
condition of strain resulting from the dispar-
ity in tempo familiar to our readers in b?th 
these divisions of population. As a function 
of this, we must note the farming ex capital 
common in some areas. The real remedy 
was the localisation of production of both 
sorts in such a way as to ease these strains 
and to afford dignified and adequate life for 
al l concerned. 
The Commission, however, has adopted 
the ridiculous assumption that agricultural 
production, in particular, must be on 
··modern" me~hods and confined to "pro-
tective" foods, leaving the exhausted lands 
of such countries as U.S.A., Canada, Argen-
tina, etc. , to continue to supply the world 
with wheat. 
The Report says (p. n) " ... as modern 
methods of farming are brought in, fewer 
and fewer workers will find occupation on 
the land. . . In such regions, a partial shift 
of this surplus or underemployed labour from 
farms to non-farm production is a prerequisite 
to any sound progress of agricultural im-
provement." 
On page 32, on the other hand, the 
Report gives as item (d) of the Guiding Prin-
ciples of an International Wheat Agreement, 
"To provide security for efficient producers, 
and to encourage the use of areas unsuited to 
wheat production for more suitable pre-
ducts." 
It is clear from the Table on p. 67 of the 
Report that the notorious "wheat-mining" 
areas of the world are to continue to be used 
for this purpose. 
It is quite clear, therefore, that F.A.O., 
to the extent to which .it succeeds, is prepar-
ing for the world a great disaster .in the 
; uture, by bearing on the temporary mstead 
of on the permanent. 
This prime error is reflected in the other-
wtse careful Report of the F.A.O. Mission 
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for Greece, the fi rst such mJSSJOn to operate. 
It says (p. 2) "The Mission recommends that 
the Greek Government .. (b) adopt as 1ts 
long-range goal the transformation of Greece 
from a predominantly agricultural country, 
employing mostly primitive metho~s, to a 
more industrialised country cmploymg effi-
cient modern methods in agriculture and in 
industry. " 
Later, the Report recommends " . .. re-
duction of labour requirements and of the 
number of workers in agriculture in other 
areas through gradual extension of modern 
machinery and modern cultural methods" 
(p . . ~). 
Generally, the Report on Greece takes for 
granted a change to "protective" foods, and a 
reliance on wheat-mining areas of the world 
for cereals. 
It is clear, therefore, that the organisa-
tion, for lack of fundamental thought, is 
advocating several hairs of the dog that bit 
us. 
The chief blunders of F.A.O. may be 
listed briefly as follows:-
1.-It has ignored that Industrialism is the 
prime threat to civilisation. 
2.- lt has ignored the important question 
of relative tempo. 
3.- It has ignored the proximate effect of 
exhausting land in large areas. 
4.-It has ignored the land itself and its 
imperative need of a sound rotation of 
crops. 
5.-It has accepted the ridiculous modern 
principle of production per man, rather 
than the world's prime need of produc-
tion per acre. 
Happily, it is unlikely that the world will 
accept F.A.O. in its present form, and it is 
unlikely that these principles will beat the 
crash. But it can do much damage in the 
future before it is discredited. 
TRAHISON DES CLERCS? 
In all the Countries concerned, it has 
been the Peasant Parties w/10 have defended 
their countries' freedom and democratic 
rights most staunchly. 
Freda Bruce Lockhart, in The Tablet. 
ORDER OF BATTLE: XXXI 
THEY FIRST MAKE MAD 
ON numerous occasions we have pointed 23rd July last, .the Minister of Agriculture has 
out the deadly danger to the food of our passed to the Minister of Food a protest from 
people which arises from large arable farms th~ ~hire Horse Society against "the indis-
and mechanised methods. As our readers cnmmate slaughter of British horses for 
know the net food per acre (and therefore food." This is passing the buck with a ven-
the f~od of the English) is much less from geance, and tends to make the process not 
such large fashionable farms than It would be merely stupid but malicious. Another word 
from small mixed farms. Conversely, the cannot be excluded, in view of the circum-
ituation is not remedied by large aggrega- stances. ~ions of poultry and stock-farming, which Now it is plain that the tractor, which 
must draw all their sustenance from else- has been and is being favoured by successive 
where. Governments, requires petrol or paraffin to 
This position, absurd in any ca~, and run at all. 
especially so in our ~resent dangers, 1 ~ now The world supply of both is strictly lim-
enshrined in the Agnculture Act, and m the 
methods of the County Committees, and in ited. Estimates vary from fifty to twelve 
1 · f years at present rates of consumption, What 
governments of any comp exton or 0 none. is perhaps of more immediate concern to us 
We have now to indicate a parallel and 
f th f b · is that petrol and paraffin (even from the 
associated danger. It is 0 e ut~re, ut IS alleged British-controlled wells in the N ear 
not less pressing, for its effee\s. Will soon be East) must be paid for in dollars. Even now, 
seen and time is necessary for 1ts remedy. 
'we refer, of coUl: e, to the decline of the we are concerned about our ability to pay for 
horse and to the rise of the tractor, anything in dollars. The day is coming with 
b relentless instancy when we shall certainly be 
It may or may not have een necessary to unable .to pay, and when, therefore, we shall 
Use tractors for a quick increase during the ~ I Th h get no petrol or paramn. war in our own food supp y. e orses 
used in agriculture declined from 846,000 in That day, we repeat, is inevitable. When 
June, 1939, to 682,000 in June, 1945,. and to it arrives we shall be unable to plough at all, 
597 000 in June, 1947. Whatever vtew we and therefore we shall be unable to produce 
may take of the decline during the war years, food for ourselves. 
there can be no excuse for the continued and For ploughing, some form of power is 
continuing decline in t~e n.~o following years. inevitable. It is not produced to order in five 
What is even more ser1ous 1s that the Govern- minutes, and the only satisfactory insurance 
mentis taking no steps to promote the breed- <~gainst starvation is to produce work-horses 
ing of horses up to and beyond the 1939 now. 
figure. Work horses. are not to be produced In Russia, we are told, the authorities, 
and trained in five mmutes. And the plough- during .the present regime, have procured the 
men are not to be produced in five minutes destruction of many millions of horses. The 
either. • . . official figures are:-
This process is made much more smtster 1922 
by the fact that, as reported in the Press of 1929 
• These figures are of agricultural horses oj ay 1946 
kinds T.he rate of decline in work-horses, tn 1929 was the year of 
partieular is of importance. In this lif!Ure the Coll•ctt've Farms. 
number of agriculturaj W?rk-~es tn June, '-
24,1oo,ooo 
34,6oo,ooo 
ro,Soo,ooo 
the beginning of 
1947, was 403,000. In Parl1ament tn July, ~r. 
Williams stated that the number of wmk-
horses on 4th March, 1947, was 434,00~. That 
is there has been a decline of 31~o000 tn three 
months This is equal to a decline of 28% per 
annum· All other sectional figures, except 
riding horses, show a.considerable ~c!lne fror:r-
those of June, 1944, so that breedmg also ts 
declining and not increasing. 
That, no doubt, was to make ~e peas-
ants more fully dependent on the satd auth-
orities for tractors and fuel. Whether that 
has been present to the minds of our own 
Ministry of Agriculture must be a matter 
for speculation only. 
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The certain thing is that we are encour-
aging a system which is in known and prox-
imate danger of collapse. If any authority 
concerned loves England, it will take steps 
at once to promote the breeding and using of 
work-horses. 
Let no one protest that we are not speak-
ing of certainties. Mineral fuel supplies arc 
known to be within sight of exhaustion. The 
only alternative to mineral supplies is vege-
table spirit. But let no one rely on that, for 
vegetable spirit cannot be produced without 
large are.as of land which we do not possess, 
and eros1on prevents the use of such land 
elsewhere. 
. Th~ chickens, here also, are spreading 
the1r wwgs to come home to roost. Are we 
to be mad until it is too late? 
P.S.-This is our night to howl. 
0 LORD, HOW LONG 
.The Prince of Wales, speaking at the 
Natwnal Workmen's Exhibition said, "The 
excessive sub-division of labour has much to 
answer for. A man cannot take pride in his 
work as a whole when he is only responsible 
for a fraction, and when, to the production of 
that perhaps uninteresting fraction, his entire 
life is devoted. In former days, produce was 
the res!Jit of honest, laborious and conscien-
tious toil. The worker .threw much of his 
mind and something of his soul into his work. 
Cheapness and swiftness are not everythiing. 
Labour should have also something of the 
affectionate care and study which are given 
to the productions of the highest art." (From 
the Birmingham Post, July 2, r89J·) 
I sat there listening t~ the chorus of the 
frogs, wondering if in two thousand years' 
time some student of England, wandering 
among marshes and brambles on Ludgate 
Hill, would look in vain for a relic of St. 
Paul's. Two Thousand years ago Ephesas 
appeared permanent and invincable. It 
would have seemed impossible to anyone of 
that time that the Temple of Diana should 
become a stagnant pond. 
H. V. MoRTON, in In The Steps of St. Paul. 
St. Peter's net contains all kinds of fish, 
including sharks and slippery eels - and 
there's quite a lot of cod. G.M. 
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THE EASY LIE 
othing, in our shallow world, is so 
harmful as the constant repetition of a lie 
which suits our lazy habit of not thinking. 
Of this mischievous quality is the state-
ment, made by alleged theologians down-
wards, that we cannot feed ourselves. 
On this point two things are to be said: 
In the depressed and relatively unproductive 
state of our farming, no one knows how much 
more English land could produce. We are 
sure that the present figures could be increas-
ed very substantially . 
The other thing to be said is that, if we 
admitted for the sake of argument that Eng-
land could not feed herself, no one doubts 
that the figure could be raised enormously. 
To precisely that extent, we should diminish 
the danger arising from our collapsed interest 
abroad. 
It has already been stated officially in 
Parliament that our home production has 
risen from one-third to nearly two-thirds. 
Mr. Attlee, Prime 1vfinister of England, 
said in a broadcast on 1oth August: "The 
agricultural industry had to be given security 
so as to produce all the food our land could 
bear." 
This we are sorry to say, is a plain lie. 
Mr. Attlee, being entirely of urban back-
ground, probably does not know any better, 
but his advisers have let him down badly. 
The Earl of Portsmouth, whose authority 
and competence will not be challenged, has 
been saying for a long time that if the pro-
duction per acre from small mixed farms were 
characteristic, we should be producing much 
more food than we are. 
He has now committed himself (The 
Listener, 7th August, p. 215) to the definite 
statement "With a flourishing agriculture we 
can feed at least the equivalent of 35,ooo,ooo 
people." 
This, no doubt, is by raising the produc-
tivity per acre of existing farmland. On the 
top of this, there are the expedients already 
mentioned in The Cross and The Plough, 
namely, hill terracing, the reclamation of the 
Wash, !he draining up to seventeenth century 
standards of the Fen districts, and so on. 
The lie becomes, therefore, much less 
easy. We cannot hope that interested quar-
ters will replace it by truth. 
REVIEWS 
An Analysis of the Manningford 
Htrd of British rncsians, by Geo. 
M. Odium (Wilts Gazette, Dcvizes, 
so/-). 
Mr. Odium's name isbWell-known to this 
quarterly as that of a public-spirited farmer, 
who secured one of the most valuable judicial 
vetdicts of modern times. He will be less 
well known to them as a cattle-breeder of out-
standing knowledge and perseverance. 
The present sumptuous volume, enric-hed 
by many photographsl will be of the utmost 
value to breeders; and indeed general readers 
would be all the bQ:ter for perusing it. 
Mr. Odium's sole purpose in developing 
and fixing this herd was the ordinary com-
mercial one of securing a high yield; but his 
remarks on many conventional fashions are 
all the more remarkable. He started-and 
finished-with the unusual attribute that he 
was always prepared to learn. As he says in 
his latest postscript: "If a dear Professor, 
aged when I was verdant, "i,Nete stitl alive, he 
probably would understand my feelings. 
When without coaching h~ would keep me 
an hour peering through a microscope, he 
would. say : 'What do you see, Odium?' 
Upon my relating my wonderful discoveries, 
his usual reply was 'Keep looking!' Then I 
knew I had not seen all that I should have 
observed. Perhaps I may pass on the words 
'Keep looking'." -
In all his problems he seems to have 
made a point of looking for the causes, rather 
than of tackling effects, as in inoculations. 
· Although the herd was very large, he is 
not afraid to say (p. 82): "Contrary to gen~ 
era} opinion1 I did not lind machine nillking 
cheaper than hand milking." . . . 
Altogether · a refreshingly. unprejudiced 
analysi$ of a subject usually full of inhibi-
tions,_ 
• • • 
Alone of all persons who s~ from 
war conditions and/or enemy acti<:Jn' no com-
pehsation or normal "outgoings•• under the 
Statutes were paid. Evictions were not only 
from land, but from houses. The total num-
ber of eases has llot been disclosed. but runs 
into several thousand. · 
The corruptiion which accompanied this 
process in many cases is well known to the 
present Minister. There can be no other 
reason for his obstinate refusal to disclose to 
Parliament ~e public costs· involved, or his 
equally obstmate refusal to allow cases to be 
legally reviewed. 
The explanation, if such it can he called, 
is obviously that urban interests which had 
never taken the least notice of rural affairs, 
got into a panic on the outbreak of war, and 
used their ten-to-one majority to constrain the 
land. As only rural welfare and justice were 
concerned, they were flouted and ignored. 
As everyone knows, all rural areas con-
tain enough shysters brutally to carry out the 
urban behests. · 
We wish Capt. Rogers and Miss Douglas 
every success in their task. 
- Sympathisiers should make themselves 
familiar with the details given in this hooklet. 
The whole affair will be recorded by 
future ages as disgraceful even in an age given 
to disgrace. The names of those concerned 
will be mud in the future if not in the· 
present. Country folk are credited with long 
memories. We hope they will not forget the 
names of ·Committeemen . and officials con-
cerned.-
• • • 
We are pleased to learn that The National 
Catholif.' Rural Life Conferenc~ of U.S.A, 
(38o1Grimd Avenue, Des Moines, 12, Iowa) 
. has printed a translation of the Pope's address 
·to the Farmers which appeared in our Lady~ 
day issue. At· 10 eents this will be of great 
value to our American readers. · 
